Plurals 1

Learn
• Singular means one and plural means more than one.
• Add s to most nouns: a present > five presents
• If nouns end in a consonant + y, change y to i and add es; a spy > two spies

Do
1. Write the plurals.
   a. party parties
   b. balloon __________________
   c. candle __________________
   d. strawberry __________________
   e. baby __________________
   f. cherry __________________

Learn
Add es to words ending in o, x, s, ch or sh
• a superhero > three superheroes
• a box > ten boxes
• a sandwich > four sandwiches

Do
2. Finish the sentence with plurals.

   tomato  fox  bus  match  wish

   a. __________ are animals with long bushy tails.
   b. There are two red __________ at the bus stop.
   c. I love going to football __________.
   d. We had cheese and __________ for lunch.
   e. Tess made three __________ when she blew out the candles on her cake.